Generation of synthetic CT using multi-scale and dual-contrast patches for brain MRI-only external beam radiotherapy.
To create a synthetic CT (sCT) from conventional brain MRI using a patch-based method for MRI-only radiotherapy planning and verification. Conventional T1 and T2-weighted MRI and CT datasets from 13 patients who underwent brain radiotherapy were included in a retrospective study whereas 6 patients were tested prospectively. A new contribution to the Non-local Means Patch-Based Method (NMPBM) framework was done with the use of novel multi-scale and dual-contrast patches. Furthermore, the training dataset was improved by pre-selecting the closest database patients to the target patient for computation time/accuracy balance. sCT and derived DRRs were assessed visually and quantitatively. VMAT planning was performed on CT and sCT for hypothetical PTVs in homogeneous and heterogeneous regions. Dosimetric analysis was done by comparing Dose Volume Histogram (DVH) parameters of PTVs and organs at risk (OARs). Positional accuracy of MRI-only image-guided radiation therapy based on CBCT or kV images was evaluated. The retrospective (respectively prospective) evaluation of the proposed Multi-scale and Dual-contrast Patch-Based Method (MDPBM) gave a mean absolute error MAE=99.69±11.07HU (98.95±8.35HU), and a Dice in bones DIbone=83±0.03 (0.82±0.03). Good agreement with conventional planning techniques was obtained; the highest percentage of DVH metric deviations was 0.43% (0.53%) for PTVs and 0.59% (0.75%) for OARs. The accuracy of sCT/CBCT or DRRsCT/kV images registration parameters was <2mm and <2°. Improvements with MDPBM, compared to NMPBM, were significant. We presented a novel method for sCT generation from T1 and T2-weighted MRI potentially suitable for MRI-only external beam radiotherapy in brain sites.